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EDITORIAL

H

ello! It’s me again. Those whose membership goes back to 2012 or earlier
may recall my guest appearance as Editor for four issues when Jack
Brook was taken ill. Jeff Chambers, our most recent editor, is a gainfully
employed busy working man with very little spare time, whereas I retired way
back in the last century and thus was able to heed Margaret’s pleas for help.
I wasn’t the only responder and we have Shirley Sura as sub-editor, but with
her eye on the main job. Read about us, if you wish, below and on the
following page.
We can but apologise for the lack of recent journals, the last being October
2019. If any one has sent us material for publication that is not in this issue
or listed overleaf for inclusion in January, please do contact Shirley.
Roger de Mercado
E-mail: editor@ barnsleyfhs.co.uk

Your new editor

A

s you can tell, my father’s family name
originates some distance from Yorkshire
(Portugal, centuries ago, since you ask.). My
Barnsley
connection
is
via
the
Padgett/Padget/Paget family of the Harrogate
and later the Silkstone/Dodworth areas. The
spelling changed down the years and branches
retained their own. My mother was born a Paget
and that’s the generic spelling I use when
describing my family.
James Paget, a labourer around the West
Riding and latterly a miner in Silkstone, married
a widow, Martha Denton, née Hampshire. Their
son Richard married Mary Ann Howe, the
Self and great grandson
daughter of a blacksmith. Richard died in an
accident at Strafford main colliery in 1860,
reported in detail in the Barnsley Chronicle – a large piece of roof fell on him
and another man, killing them instantly. Mary Ann and her family moved to
Sheffield, where her son, my great grandfather George, worked as an engine
tenter. His son Ernest was a cutler for a time, then a travelling salesman in the
business. Ernest’s daughter, my mother, was a teacher. She got a post in
Jamaica which is where she met my father, whose family had lived there since
the 1700s. They set up home in Sheffield, where I was born (just before the
last war) thus giving me Yorkshire citizenship by birth.
My working life was in the aircraft industry as a flight test engineer. In
retirement my wife and I helped to run the North Cheshire FHS, which folded
in 2016 because there were no takers for three key posts. My main present
activity is running the de Havilland Aeronautical Technical School Association.
…2†
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Your new sub-editor

H

ello readers. Most of you will not know me yet and those who do, will not
know me very well but I hope to change all that.

I am going to be your sub editor and hopefully, with the help of our friend
Roger de Mercado, your editor in the future.
I have been a member of Barnsley Family
History Society since 2018 and have been
researching my family history for more years
than I care to remember.
Although I don’t live in Barnsley, this is
where my roots are. My father and paternal
grandparents were born there and most of my
DNA is from around that part of Yorkshire. I’ve
been to Barnsley a few times, including to
collect a copy of the front page of the Barnsley
Chronicle dated 1928, for my father’s ninetieth
birthday. I visited ‘Experience Barnsley’, I buy
my bread flour from Worsbrough Mill and go to
Barnsley simply to be there.

Self and great grandson

I have lots of information I would love to
share, about Yorkshire and particularly
Barnsley and Bradford.

I’m really looking forward to reading your articles and hopefully making a
good job of helping to get them into print. I might even share a few of my
own.
So, if you will have me, an offcumden* from Bradford, living in the West
Midlands but with my heart in Yorkshire, here I am.
Shirley Sura née Bingham
E-mail: subeditor@barnsley fhs.co.uk
254 Appleton Ave.,Great Barr, West Midlands, B43 5QD
* Offcumden: a term used to describe someone who was not born in a place,
typically used in parts of Yorkshire to describe people who have moved into
a village or small town.

In the January 2021 issue...
‘On the market’.
Norcroft pit disaster book launch
‘Finding ancestral homes and birthplaces’.
Books about Barnsley.
Another episode in the saga of the Rooke family.
...plus all the usual features and news
…3†
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SECRETARY’S REPORT

H

ello there to you all.

What a year this has been, the like of which we have never seen; there is
still so much uncertainty with the virus still raising its ugly head with a
vengeance. (It seems that social distancing is only for certain age groups;
when you are 18-30 you feel immortal, if you remember?)
It has come to our notice in emails and phone calls to Margaret, our
Secretary, that many members have not been getting the regular BFHS
updates we have been sending bi-monthly since May, for whatever reason,
so this is an adapted version of the latest September update. There will be a
Christmas update sent around the end of November, then you will have the
Domus Historiae to look forward to in January 2021. Any member who cannot
access this electronically, please let us know; our contact details are on the
inside cover of this Journal. We will get a copy to you if you would like one.
Keeping in Touch – The Journal
In response to the plea for a new Journal Editorial Team, we are pleased to
announce that Roger de Mercado has offered to undertake the role of Editor.
Shirley Sura will be Sub-Editor and proof reader. Those of you who have been
members for a while may remember that Roger did step in to edit the journal
a few years ago and, while Shirley may be new to her role, she has a wealth
of experience to call on. We are so grateful and offer a hearty welcome to
them both.
The next issue of Domus Historiae will be published in January 2021, as is
the usual time frame for publication. Please keep on sending in your
comments and articles, we so value the input of those members who wish to
put pen to paper, (or input data into Word for those who prefer the electronic
mode!). All contributions can be sent to Shirley whose contact details are on
the inside cover, then she will liaise with Roger to produce a final version of
the journal.
Jeff Chambers has done a sterling job with the journal so it is fitting to
express our thanks to him for his input over a longer period than he intended!
Membership
Without our membership we would not exist, so thank you for your patience
through such a challenging time.
Just to repeat an earlier update, there will be no membership fee
to pay for 2021-2022 – next year – as the Committee felt that the
subscriptions paid for this current period would stand, so no
membership fees to be paid until 2022. (This does seem like rather
wishing time away, doesn’t it?)
It would be very helpful if all membership fees are all paid into the Yorkshire
Bank account as the Co-op Bank account is no longer viable or user-friendly
for our requirements.
…4†
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Members’ Monthly Meetings
All churches and their premises are still closed so it is highly unlikely
Members’ monthly meetings will go ahead until 2021 at the earliest.
The talk scheduled for September 17th with Eric A. Jackson – The
History of English Canals From 1759 Till Now has been re-booked for
next year together with the Richard Axe talk.
Members’ Searches
The flow of search requests has slowed considerably over the last couple of
months as people seem to have other projects to occupy them. Most of the
current requests have come from non-members who are gently guided
towards becoming members as searches for members are free. If you do
have a research query, please contact Margaret on search@barnsleyfhs.co.uk
or write to her (see inside front cover) as she will be pleased to help out if
she can. Member searches are free. The opening of the Archives is a major
boost to researchers with a Barnsley area connection. There will be an article
on the Searches in the January journal.
Visits and Excursions
Needless to say, all plans are on hold at present. Margaret is kept updated
by Wentworth Woodhouse as it is planned to re-start tours in October
although no definitive date is yet available. You may remember we had a tour
booked for May 2020! From the feedback members have sent, it is possible
the Clifford Tour we had booked will now take place in Spring 2021 as this
seems to be more suitable for those of you already booked on this tour.
BFHS Needs YOU!
As we said at the start, our members are at the heart of everything we do,
although the Committee could use some more input from willing people. We
are very grateful for the help we receive for setting up meetings and clearing
away but if you feel you could offer more, please get in touch with any of us
– contact details are inside the front cover of every journal. You do not need
to be able to attend Members’ meetings, just input from a new perspective
would be so appreciated.
Roger and Shirley, our new Editorial Team, are asking for any
articles you may wish to contribute to the Domus Historiae to be sent
to them. Many of you have tales to tell; there is support if you are not
too sure how to begin just contact Roger or Shirley. We are not
looking for the next Hilary Mantel, just thoughts that have local
interest and relevance. If you feel able to contribute to the Journal this
would be so appreciated, we want our worldwide members to feel as much a
part of the Society as our local members.
Finally, we send our very best wishes to you and your families at this very worrying
and trying time in all our lives. We hope you are all keeping safe and well.
Remember, there is an ever– growing light at the end of the tunnel now!
Doreen, Elaine, Lynn, Jeff and Margaret.
…5†
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2020 ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

O

ur AGM was held on Thursday February 20th 2020 at Buckley Street
Methodist Church. There were 25 people present, an attendance
considerably boosted by a contingent from the Dodworth History Group of
the U3A. The AGM business did not take too long, prefaced by the Vice Chair’s
report and the Treasurer’s update. The Society is in a healthy financial position
(see accounts on pages 8 & 9). All post holders on the Committee were willing
to continue in their present roles so this was accepted by all those present.
Pauline provides tea/coffee and delicious cakes for us at every Members’
meeting; they are free to all those attending, so, in recognition of this,
Doreen Piper presented her with a gift voucher as her efforts as so valued.
The AGM closed at 7-45pm.
The talk after the Society business was on the subject of Oral History and
its vital importance in recording the memories of people – see page 10.
Margaret E Williams
Vice Chairman’s Report
Doreen Piper

M

y thanks go to my Colleagues on the committee for their support
throughout the year. Sadly, two committee members, Elaine Lewis and
Kathryn Webster had to resign in October 2019 due to difficulties attending
meetings. Our thanks go to them for their support and commitment whilst
on the committee.
Lynn Smith joined our committee at last year's AGM and took on the
Bookstall and Postal Book Sales, which is doing very well. We also thank
members who help set up and clear away equipment and volunteer in other
tasks for the society, your help is much appreciated.
Lending Library
The Society has accumulated some very interesting books over many years
and we have re-started the Lending Library. Books can be taken out and
returned at Members Meetings.
Speakers
Speakers are booked to the end of the year and leaflets containing
information are available to pick up at meetings.
Excursions

Margaret Williams arranged an Excursion to 'The Worth Valley Railway and
Haworth in July 2019. We had a great day and are pleased to report that
the Bus Company has assured us that the problem with the parking will not
happen again. Margaret is happy to arrange another outing for this summer
and is busy with suggested places of interest. There is also a trip to
Wentworth Woodhouse, The Clifford Tour, on March 25th 2020. Members
wishing to book for the tour please contact Margaret who has leaflets etc.
(The outing had to be cancelled due to you-know-what.)
…6†
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This year has been a very busy year for the committee with numerous visits
to the banks to sort change overs etc. Indeed, it was late September before
we finally got everything in place. Hopefully, things will be better this year,
but we would welcome any new Committee members. Please think about
it, you may have some great ideas that we could implement.
We have had delays with the Journals this last year for which we can only
apologise, these being due to the unforeseen heavy workload that the Editor
has accumulated. Jeff assures us that things will be back to normal as soon as
the backlog is cleared, he has done a great job up to now with the Journal,
Website, Publications, and the upkeep of the Society's GenFair site to deal with.
We are confident that things will be back to normal as soon as possible.
In closing the Committee wish to thank you our Members for your
continued support and assure you all that we will do our very best to ensure
Barnsley FHS have a very successful year.
Thank you one and all.

THE EAGLE-EYE CHALLENGE

I

n the October 2019 issue, page 5, Jeff asked if, over the years when
out-and-about walking, you had noticed this date plaque and could name
the building and its location. Several
people
submitted
answers,
but,
unfortunately, all were wrong.
Look again at this issue’s cover for the
answer. The plaque was above the door of
the Black Bull at Stairfoot, Ardsley,
demolished in March 2019 despite a
community outcry.

Situated on Grange Lane at the junction
of Wombwell Lane and Doncaster Road,
Stairfoot, the Black Bull Inn is said to have
been constructed where two turn-pike
roads crossed. It was built in 1773 by Timothy & Tabitha Hepworth as part of
the tanyard they ran on the site. The first recorded landlord was in 1781. The
main tanyard buildings were demolished in the 1880s and the main house
(converted into cottages) was pulled down when the Midland Railway was
built in 1899.
The Black Bull was an imposing building which
occupied a busy location through the heyday of the
area’s industrial past, when the immediate area was
criss-crossed with railway lines and canals. In the late
1900s the landscape changed dramatically with the
removal of railway structures and the creation of the
large Stairfoot roundabout. When it was demolished
the remains of a dovecote were found – see image on
back cover.
…7†
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T

he room at Buckley Street was
transformed by the two ladies
from the Dodworth U3A History
Group with a large display board on
one side offering information on
exactly what Oral History project
encompasses as well as photographs
and samples of work already
completed. Chairs were arranged in
a semi-circle which fitted with the
informality of the talk. Members
were encouraged to chat, ask
questions and handle the artefacts
and material on display before,
during the break and after the two
halves of the presentation.
It was so good to welcome
members of the Dodworth U3A
History Group who had been
involved in some of the work done by
Caroline and Sue, as these members
had helped with the development of
the project by suggesting members
of their families and friends whose
life stories may possibly be accessed
through interview.
Caroline and Sue had kindly
offered to give a talk on the ongoing
Oral History project including several
examples and elements of the work
they had done. There were two
tables full of CDs, leaflets and
booklets on the progress that has
been made so far. Sue had set up
recording equipment and a laptop to
use during the first half of the talk.
The amount of time and detail that
must have gone in to planning this
talk was so valued by all of us
present; the attention to detail was

Beckett Street School, Barnsley, 1930
Photo courtesy BMBC & EXP BARNSLEY

commented on by many of the
members.
It had been decided to split the
evening into two halves with the first
section devoted to exactly how
people’s memories are recorded. It is
much more complex as protocols
have to be adhered to. Then, after
Pauline’s welcome coffee, tea and
cake, the second half offered much
more information on the work done
to date.
I had introduced the topic of Oral
History to members of the BFHS in
an article for the Domus Historiae in
my role as member of the Dodworth
U3A Family History Group as well as
Secretary of Barnsley FHS so I had
hoped that members would be aware
of the topic but this was not to be.
Life is never simple is it? (But now
read pages 13-14.)
It came as a bit of a shock when
Caroline, who is the lead for the
Project in this area, asked me to be

…10†
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the ‘guinea pig’ for the first section
where she demonstrated how an
interview actually worked, the
equipment used and the complexity
of the guidelines that have to be
explained. I had absolutely no idea
what questions would be asked. I
must admit I was nervous, me? a
person who can still talk easily to
classes of 32 Year 6 pupils!
While Sue was sitting at the
recording table, Caroline was to
conduct the interview which was
prefaced by making the interviewee
aware of the protocols surrounding
personal rights, permission to be
recorded
and
allowing
the
interviewee’s rights to be gifted;
there was a form I had to sign to
show my acceptance. Caroline
explained the interviewee can halt
the session at any time and they are
in total control of the process. It was
sensitively explained that recalling
one’s life and memories could have
an
emotional
effect
on
the
interviewee. I was surprised how
small the recording machine is – and
how sensitive, too! All this was

ZOOM H1 Portable Digital Recorder.
It uses a micro SD card

explained so that everyone present
knew how the interview would
proceed and what was involved.

to be answered, leaving the
interviewee to talk – or not – as they
wish. The whole idea is to form a free
dialogue as it has been found this is
the best way to elicit thoughts and
feelings. The efforts to put people at
their ease were impressive as was
the sensitivity and clarity with which
the questions were put so that the
interview is gently moved along. I
was soon forgetting the ‘audience’,
probably talking more than was
necessary, (as I usually do.) This is
quite challenging as the recordings
are NEVER EDITED if they are
submitted to Archives and used in
research. My interview about my
early life, growing up in Calderdale
lasted 8 minutes. I could not believe
how the time had gone when
Caroline brought it to a close. Sue
had made a CD of the interview
which she gifted to me and, having
listened to it, I could not believe how
much I had been able to disclose in
the time. (As anyone who has heard
a recording of their voice will tell you,
the feeling is that the final result
does not sound too personally
flattering, to put it mildly.) This
interview was just a demonstration
so I must stress that the time taken
is entirely at the discretion of the
person being interviewed, it can vary
wildly. It may take several sessions
to collect all the oral memories
During the coffee break, Caroline
and Sue were asked many questions
about the project; there was a lot of
interest from members. The ladies
were able to show and explain
aspects of the work they have done;
a CD of an interview was playing to
give a sense of the differing contents
of the interviews. My favourite
recording was of a lady singing a
song that meant so much to her in its

Initially, you are put at your ease
with a general question, then
Caroline puts more specific questions
…11†
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entirety! The quality of the literature,
CDs and information Sue and
Caroline have produced is a real
credit to them, their passion and
enthusiasm is evident in everything
they do and in everything they say.
Two very inspiring people.
The second half consisted of the
ladies giving more detail about the
Oral
History
Project,
how
it
originated and how it is continually
evolving. Members had lots of
questions about the process and the
Project itself. Like many others, I
have often wanted to ask questions
about
living
in
late
Victorian/Edwardian/First World War
years, but there is no-one left to ask!
It is vital that we preserve people’s
thoughts, feelings and memories
while they are still with us, to be able
to hear the voice of someone who
has passed away is very powerful
and vital to who and what we are. I
wrote down memories my Auntie
Ada, born 1894, told me many years

ago, but I would love to hear her
telling them to me. Walking a mile to
school, home for lunch then off for
the afternoon classes before getting
home, a trip of 4 miles before she
then fed two horses and cleaned out
their stables! Tea, usually bread and
jam, had to wait.
Once this period of uncertainty
and isolation we are currently
experiencing is over, then I intend to
get involved with the Oral History
Project, undergoing the training that
is required. As a Family History
Society, the BFHS is also going to
affiliate itself so that we become
much more proactive.
This was such a wonderful and
thought-provoking talk, so much
enjoyed by everyone present. As a
Society, our grateful thanks go to
Caroline and Sue, we hope they will
come back to us with an update on
what is happening with their input
into the Oral History Project next
year.

‘THE DALESMAN’ and ‘DOWN YOUR WAY’

I

have subscribed to ‘The Dalesman’ and ‘Down Your Way’ individually for
some years so was pleasantly surprised when I received a letter telling me
that from November 2020, ‘Down Your Way’, would be incorporated into ‘The
Dalesman’.
One magazine, one subscription ‘…giving you even more reading and
value…’ *.
I have read about our beautiful Yorkshire, its wildlife, walks, history and
people. I have enjoyed articles from Yorkshire authors, (some from
Barnsley), tried recipes, attempted crosswords and quizzes and laughed out
loud at the comic cartoons. This, along with readers memories and stories,
help with family history and a surname file, to name but a few, has made my
subscriptions to these two magazines well worthwhile. I would recommend
them to anyone with an interest in Yorkshire. (But don’t give up reading our
‘Domus Historiae’).
*Dalesman Publishing September 2020.

www.dalesman.co.uk
Shirley Sura

…12†
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ORAL HISTORY

Q

“Grandma, where did you
meet Grandad”

The importance of recording oral
memories from people is vital. This
was brought into sharp relief for me
when I went to the National Mining
Museum in 2015 and heard the
recorded voices of miners and mining
officials telling of their work and
experiences. This is a wonderful
archive which could have been lost
without active intervention. My family
background is in textile production
and farming so I was fascinated to
find out about the lives of people who
worked in the mining industry which
had been quite alien to me before I
came to live in Barnsley.
Many museums are now actively
promoting an increasingly varied oral
archive, as its importance and value
is becoming acknowledged as vital to
who we are as a society. A visit to the
Museum of Welsh Life in Cardiff
demonstrated this admirable initiative
to me as the reconstructed past
dwellings
and
life
styles
are
complemented by recordings of
spoken memories, which offers a
whole different dimension to the
visitor experience. (Even though I
cannot speak Welsh, I could feel and
understand the passion of the
speakers!)
Oral history was the initial
method of transmission of memories
for hundreds of years; the use of oral
memory was the primary source
material for understanding the past
for centuries. According to the Oral
History Society, Bede, who wrote the
‘History of the English Church and
People’ in 731 AD noted his thanks to
“countless faithful witnesses who
either know or remember the facts”.

The advent of the printing presses
by Gutenberg and Caxton gave rise
to
many
memories
being
subsequently recorded in the printed
word, the distribution of oral
memories lessened drastically, oral
memory was undervalued and
became
almost
negated.
The
domestic and working lives of the
vast majority of the population were
left unrecorded. Everyone forgets
events as time goes by. Indeed, two
people with a common memory may
remember it differently so if we do
not record people’s life thoughts then
they are lost forever when they die.
This decline continued until the
middle of the twentieth century when
the realisation began to grow
throughout the world that there are
a whole host of memories that could
be recorded for posterity after so
much has been lost.
It was in the late 1960s that the
interest in developing the UK oral
history began to gather momentum
as people from diverse communities,
organisations, workplaces, museums
and universities became increasingly
involved in collecting the memories
of people from all walks of life,
experiences and beliefs. In the UK,
The Oral History Society was founded
in 1973. It acts as a fulcrum for this
vast project; this society has grown
and expanded as the oral history
collection project has developed. The
society is dedicated to the collection
and preservation of oral history, and
to making this accessible to
everyone.
Many family historians belong to
family history societies; how many of
them are aware of the Oral History
Society? I certainly was not. It is with
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this in mind that BFHS invited Sue
and Caroline to the February AGM to
talk about their involvement in the
project. The collection of people’s
memories is enormously complex in
the preparation of the interviews, the
questions they should like answers
to, designing prompts and triggers
for the recording session as well as
the large degree of sensitivity that is
needed. The attention to detail is
second to none. The recording
equipment that is used can vary
enormously in sophistication and
complexity. The oral history project
has to be very flexible in its approach
and use of technology as many
people,
especially
the
older
generation, are uncertain around
‘modern technology’.

The best way to begin to
understand oral history is to go to
the website for the Oral History
Society at www.ohs.org.uk where
there are many diverse documents
you can choose from.

The oral history collection has
developed across the world. It has
quickly become universal, although
the
approach
has
diversified
according to location. In Western
Europe and North America the focus
tends to be on identity and cultural
differences whereas in Latin America
and Eastern Europe, there is more of
an overt political dimension for
projects.

This is just an introductory
article; some of the information may
be new to you. I shall write a further
review for a future magazine with
more detail about how the collection
of oral memories is obtained.

To join the society, it costs £33
per year, membership is per year
from January 1st and includes two
magazines per annum. For those of
you who wish to contact them by
mail, the address is:
Oral History
Unit 4
College Rd Business Park
College Road North
Aston Clinton
HP22 5EZ
Telephone: 01422 820585

Margaret E. Williams

A

I remember going on the
bus every Saturday when we
went dancing at “The Cuban” in
Barnsley, where I met Arthur…

An oral history session (from OHS website)

…14†
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MEMBERSHIP SECTION
NEW MEMBERS
A warm welcome to the following members who have recently joined the
Society. I hope that you will find your membership useful, enjoyable,
rewarding and above all productive. Where surname interests have been
submitted, they are shown below the member’s name.
Mem. No.
1898

Ms Mary Oxley

1899

Mr Eric Catterall

1900

Mrs Susan Muffett

1901

LEE

Conisbrough

WRY ENG

1700-1900

LEE

Elsecar

WRY ENG

1700-1900

LEE

Hoyland Nether WRY ENG

1700-1900

FAIRHURST

Barnsley

WRY ENG

1801-1900

NESBITT

Barnsley

WRY ENG

1801-1900

SCHOLEY

Barnsley

WRY ENG

1801-1900

Ms Kim Scholey

1902

Ms Ann Eagles

1903

Mrs Margaret Adderley

1904

Mr Adrian Hawley

1905

Mrs Carol Watson
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1906

Ms Jean Mouncey

Information requested about John BENNETT (1877-1948), particularly
his whereabouts 1877-1920. His father’s name was William. I not sure if
he was born in the Barnsley area. However, he did live at 88, Bolton Road,
Highgate, Bolton-upon-Dearne, in the 1920s with Harry and Florence
WESTERMAN. John is recorded on the 1939 Register as living at this
address, where he died in 1948.
1907

Mr Bernard Catallo

1908

Mr Thomas Higgins

1909

Mr David Hinchcliffe

1910

Mr David Brown

TAYLOR

Darfield

WRY ENG

All

TAYLOR

Darton

WRY ENG

All
Elaine Jackson

AN ITEM OF OLD NEWS
This is from the Uttley Collection, a scrapbook compiled between the late 19th
century and the early years of the 20th century and generously donated to the
Society many years ago. It is a treasure
trove
of
cuttings
from
mainly
unidentified periodicals.
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NORCROFT PIT DISASTER BI-CENTENARY

A

number of years ago I had an (anonymous) article in the journal entitled
“The Hinchliffes of Norcroft”, in which I wrote about researching my collier
ancestors at Norcroft, near Cawthorne, during the early part of the C19th.
Since that time, I have been involved with a small group at Cawthorne who
raised funding for the erection of a memorial to the 10 victims (including six
children) of the 1821 pit disaster there last year.
The 23rd May next year will be the bi-centenary of the disaster and, to
coincide with it, I shall be publishing a book detailing – as far as we can
establish – what happened and where. Of particular interest to BFHS
members will be the detailed research on the backgrounds of the victims and
what happened to their families subsequently. Many other families who lived
at Norcroft, Cawthorne, Silkstone, Darton and Barnsley around the time also
feature.
At the moment, it is planned to launch the book at the National Coal
Mining Museum on the morning of 22nd May, with the disaster being
commemorated at the Memorial in Cawthorne Churchyard the following
morning. Profits from the book will be donated to charity.
The
book
is
nearing
completion, although research
has been problematic with
archive closures. Nevertheless,
if there are members with
connections with or knowledge
of the disaster I should still be
very happy to hear from them.
David Hinchcliffe
E-mail:
dmhinchcliffe@hotmail.com
This
side
of
the
stone
commemorates the seven victims
buried in unmarked graves. The
other side of it lists the three other
victims, who are buried at
Silkstone, Darton and Rothwell.
Charles Eyre, 16
Robert Eyre, 12
Benjamin Eyre, 10
Charles Forden, 8
John Hinchcliffe, 8
John Townend, 13
Thomas Townend, 23
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SEARCHING FOR MY YORKSHIRE ROOTS

T

he Foden Family – I always knew my grandmother (Lily Burkinshaw
1866-1926) was a Yorkshire woman and when in 1905 my grandfather
(William John Foden 1865-1934) was able to have a house built for the family
– it HAD to have a Yorkshire pudding oven in the kitchen. Every time I have
crossed the Yorkshire border and heard the lovely Yorkshire dialect, I feel like
I have ‘come home’ – and so to the hunt for any tiny piece of the family.
After my parents died, I realized I knew very little about my ancestors, so
decided to set my mind to finding out more! The family moved to South
Yorkshire from Chesterfield, where my great grandfather Enoch Foden
(1844-1889) was Manager of the Whittington and Sheepbridge Colliery. After
passing many exams he worked his way up from being a sinker in the
Staffordshire Coal fields. (Sinkers were men who dug new shafts - Ed.)

Staffordshire Sentinel, Friday 15th January 1875

His final exams were taken at Newcastle upon Tyne where he and his
family lived for two years while he gained the qualifications he needed.
The first address in Yorkshire I have is 73 Hollybush Street, Rawmarsh
with his wife, Martha Foden (1844-1918) and their five children. Enoch was
manager at Greenfield Colliery and his brother William (1851 - ?) also worked
as a miner and lodged at Dale Road Rawmarsh during 1881.
Enoch Foden and family moved to the White House, Church Lane Colliery
Dodworth during July 1882 where he was manager (1882-1889). During his
time there he and his eldest son William John Foden (1865-1934), my
grandfather, were members of the Dodworth Old Cricket and White Hall
Athletic Club. On the electoral rolls for 1886-1888 Enoch was shown as living
at the White House, Church Lane Colliery – is the picture on the next page of
the White House?
In 1883 Enoch was mentioned in the report in the Yorkshire Post of 22nd
October 1883 of the terrible explosion at the Wharncliffe Carlton Colliery.
“At 1.20am this morning Mr. Miller, mining engineer Barnsley and Mr. Foden
of the Dodworth Silkstone Colliery, headed a party of eight who before they
reascended the pit at 5.40am repaired a portion of the road so that the bodies
might be carried in stages to the shaft” (See picture on back cover)
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Is this the White House, Church Lane Colliery?

Enoch Foden is also mentioned in the report of the trial of James Murphy,
the notorious murderer of Dodworth 1886, in the Barnsley Chronicle of 7th
August 1886.
“Emanuel Cherry is also said to have been threatened and one respectable man
who resides in Dodworth, says that one night in February last he was coming
along the road from Higham to Dodworth at midnight when the murderer came
up to him and asked him what he was doing there and who gave him
permission to be there and after other remarks Murphy asked him if he would
look to his (Murphys) children if he (Murphy) would murder Mr Hartley
managing director and Mr Foden, manager of Church Lane Colliery. None of
these things however were taken any notice of at the time they were uttered”.
Enoch Foden died in 1889 and is buried at St Johns Dodworth.
Unfortunately, I have no pictures of Enoch or Martha Foden.
William John Foden (18651934), my grandfather, married
Lily Burkinshaw of Hermit House
Farm Gawber in 1892 and later
moved to Derbyshire where he
was cashier and later, just before
he died, manager at Drury-Lowe
Colliery, Denby.
During his time at Drury-Lowe
Colliery over a ten-year period
W.J. (as he was known) organised
the Annual Colliery Summer
Outings. In 1930 he put on three
trains and nearly 1000 people
went to Scarborough for the day.

Denby Drury-Lowe officials, Denby Colliery,
1989. W J Foden, front row, far right
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Ripley and Heanor News May 1930

Ripley & Heanor News July 1932 “Outing
to Great Yarmouth

WJ Foden (centre) beside one of the excursion trains at Ripley station

Enoch’s other son, James Foden (1874-1935), married Mary Alice Clayton
from Lancashire and lived first in 1915 at Tan Yard Dodworth and then from
1917 at 60 Green Road Dodworth – where James worked on the Thornley
Taylor Estate as an estate carpenter. James and Mary Alice had a daughter
called Alice Foden (1905-1975) who never married and stayed on at Green
Road until at least 1961. On the 1939 Register Alice Foden is shown living at
60 Green Road, aged 34, as Assistant Cook at a child feeding centre (WRCC)*
with her widowed mother Mary Alice aged 72. In the Kellys Directory of 1936
Alice is shown as a Music Teacher.
*West Riding County Council - Ed.)
If you can help my research with any tiny bit of information and/or pictures
regarding any of my ancestors, please contact Shirley Sura, our Sub- Editor
(details inside front cover).
Helen Vicki Foden-Jones
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A SERIAL FRAUDSTER AND BIGAMIST FROM VICTORIAN
BRITAIN: ALEXANDER CHARLES TUCKER
Talk by Richard Axe, 19th September 2019

R

ichard explored the story of an
ancestor, the serial fraudster and
bigamist Alexander Charles Tucker,
perhaps most infamously known as
Count Borromeo, but identified also
under another twenty or so names.
Well educated, fluent in seven
languages and at ease in all levels of
society, Tucker’s trail of destruction
over more than twenty years led him
through England, Scotland and
Ireland with three marriages, one
sham marriage – as a count of the
Holy Roman Empire – and numerous
frauds
against
well-to-do
and
ordinary people. Present in Sheffield
in 1848/9 as M de St Hilaire, a
Frenchman, he married (bigamously)
a Sheffield girl and participated in
aspects of life and politics there
before departing elsewhere and
deserting his wife and a child in the
process. He repeated the exercise in
Ireland in the 1850s. In particular,
newspaper, court and prison records
(four trials, including two at the Old
Bailey)
provide
an
extensive
illumination of a criminal ancestor
and show how rewarding they can be
as resources.

Probably born in Italy and
certainly baptised there in 1824,
Tucker came to England in 1842 and
quickly made his mark.
First in gaol in 1842 for nonpayment of rent in a fashionable part
of London he was bailed out by his
brother-in-law, a Canon Residentiary
of Lichfield Cathedral. Thereafter, he
can be found through an extensive
newspaper trail covering Preston,
Bradford,
Sheffield,
Leeds,
Newcastle and Liverpool; several
places in Ireland and various
counties in the south of England. His
portfolio included:
● Teaching
foreign
languages
rapidly using his ‘new’ system of
learning.
● Lectures, talks and speeches on
France as a Frenchman.
● Lectures, talks and speeches on
Italy as an Italian.
● Shows
on
mesmerism
electro-biology.

and

● Given money to set up a steel pen
manufacturing
business
but
disappearing with the capital.

A copy of the certificate for Tucker’s one genuine marriage in 1842: courtesy of the
parish of Holy Trinity and St. Saviour, Upper Chelsea. Even at this early stage he calls
himself a viscount!
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● Passing himself off as a medical
doctor and surgeon
Tucker escaped further arrest and
detention until 1858, when he was
eventually caught after perpetrating
the Italian Conference Hoax in
London – an attempt to defraud
several London newspapers by
reporting on a series of meetings
involving several aristocratic and
well-to-do Italians over the question
of Italian independence. Tucker
became
Count
Borromeo
and
invented the whole thing!
Brought to court by four
newspapers he was put in prison in
1858. The newspaper coverage of
the trial was international: it also
brought
with
it
many
more
complaints about previous frauds,
misdemeanours
and
bigamous
marriages that Tucker had been
involved in, predominantly as a
Frenchman or an Italian. That led to
two further trials, held at the Old
Bailey, in the same year but this
time over charges of bigamy. Tucker
conducted his own defence but was
undone, in part when his ‘wife’ by a
sham marriage was able to testify
against him once it had been proved
that they were not actually married.
Released
in
1862,
Tucker
continued in a similar vein by
reinventing himself as Signor St
Vicento
and
Henry
Charles
Smethwick, M.D. amongst other
disguises. As the latter in 1865
Tucker embarked upon the next
fraud that was to end with another
period of incarceration. He took
lodging in Reigate with a woman
named Bone and seduced her
sixteen-year-old daughter with the
promise of marriage – a report on
the court case states that he

promised they were to have been
married at Trinity Church, Chelsea,
the same place that he had married
Mary Sadler legitimately in 1842!
The pair went to London to search
out marriage items and gave an
order worth £48 for drapery from
one Mr Harvey, of Westminster
Road, taking some items with them
and presenting a cheque which could
not be cashed as it was a Saturday
night and after banking hours.
Perhaps
something
in
their
behaviour aroused suspicion because
Mr Harvey sent a man to Reigate and
was alerted to the fact that they held
no account at the bank there; Tucker
was arrested when he returned for
the rest of the goods on Monday
morning. Once more, he went to
prison and is noted as being ready
for release in early 1869. No further
trace of him is known at present.
Tucker seems to have been able
to move with confidence amongst
the better off classes of Britain and
Ireland but was equally able to talk
to, and impress, the ordinary person.
Some (at least) of this confidence
could have been generated by his
upbringing
and
his
family’s
circumstances. Much of the evidence
suggests that Tucker was an
intelligent man who was quick to turn
knowledge to advantage and there is
plentiful evidence of his ability to
move diverse audiences on a
multiplicity of subjects. His position
on Italian politics in 1858 was stated
to have been well constructed and
sensible. The Assistant Judge at the
Middlesex Sessions in 1858 thought
him intelligent and educated, other
comments attested to his ability to
use information and act quickly in
pursuit of his interests. As a
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showman he seems to have been
attracted to areas of knowledge, e.g.
mesmerism and phrenology, where
he would have an opportunity to

portray expertise to audiences
largely ignorant in these things but
willing to participate – and pay!
Richard Axe

Tucker’s known wives and children
31/10/1842, parish church, Upper Chelsea, London
As Alexander Charles Tucker de St Hilaire m. Mary Ann Sadler
b. c1822
b. p1824 Genoa
d. p1868
15/11/1847, Gretna Green, Scotland
As Marco de St Hilaire
m.#Anne Maria Froggatt

As Alessandro Jiniano Borromeo

5/3/1853, St John’s, Sligo, Ireland
m.#Margaret Murray
c 1856/7
#Henrietta Amelia Shelley

Maddalena Letitia de St Hilaire
s/d
b. 10/3/1849, Sheffield
d. 1923, Sheffield
m. 19/5/1871, St Peter’s, Sheffield
Frederick James Axe

Louisa Borromeo
b. 28/11/1857, London

m. = marriage
m.# = bigamous marriage
# = sham marriage

THE BARNSLEY CANAL

T

he Barnsley Canal Group was set up in 1984. The objective was the
restoration of the canal that ran from the river Calder, south between
Royston and Cudworth, then west to Barnby Basin, near Cawthorne and north
of Silkstone. It became the Barnsley, Dearne and Dove Canal Trust (BDDCT)
in 2000.
Despite many years of effort, promotion and fund raising, the Trust has
learnt that the project will not be included in the Barnsley Local Plan. On 28th
April 2020 a Closure Notice was posted on the BDDCT website. It includes this
statement:
“It is therefore with great regret that the Trust’s Council of Management (COM) has
decided to wind up the Trust and cease operations. The COM considers that our
remaining cash assets should be transferred to an active canal restoration project
where they can be put to good, practical use. The Chesterfield Canal Trust (CTT) is
thought to be an appropriate choice. We are making arrangements with the CTT to help
retain the core content of the current BDDCT website as an information resource for a
number of years into the future and we will ensure that a suitable home is found for all
the Trust’s archives and records.”

See www.bddct.org.uk which includes links to publications.
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BARNSLEY FHS TO THE RESCUE

I

wish I had joined Barnsley Family
History Society years ago.

For maybe thirty years I have
been researching my family tree. In
fact, much of the hard work had been
done by two of my cousins maybe
twenty years before I began.
Considering their work was pre
internet days they did amazingly well
despite our grandfather hampering
things a little by being unnaturally
reticent about discussing certain
members of the family.
His reticence became clearer with
the discovery that in the early days
of the 20th century a female cousin of
his had lived with, and had children
with a married man, a married man
moreover who had spent a few
nights in custody at different times
for being drunk and disorderly.
Today we’d barely blink at such a
revelation but in the 1960s, to a
quiet, non-drinking, keen gardener
and an ardent fan of Yorkshire
cricket, a retired teacher and strict
Chapel man it clearly embarrassed
him still.
Despite the difficulty, my cousins
managed to trace back to our
grandfather’s grandfather, a George
Scholey born around 1817, who had
become a tailor. He married Sarah
Porter, daughter of a warehouseman,
and there the trail ran cold.
When I took up the hunt I had
little more to go on, an odd Scholey
in and around the Barnsley area at
about the right time but nothing and
nobody who I could conclusively say
“yes he is a relative.”
I had found a different George
Scholey who owned a slaters

business in 1861, which employed
two men and two boys at just the
same time that my own great great
uncles were beginning their working
life as slaters. I couldn’t find a direct
relationship but my interest grew
even more when I discovered that
this George the slater had a maternal
grandfather who was a tailor. My
great great grandfather had to learn
the trade somehow. All pure
conjecture.
My own grandfather, the son of
an iron moulder, had himself broken
the mould so to speak by entering
Edinburgh
University
before
returning to Barnsley to teach and I
found a Frank Scholey some fifteen
years older than my grandfather who
was also a Barnsley teacher.
The temptation to join the dots was
overwhelming but I found it impossible
to identify a shared ancestor.
I did manage to gather more and
more about various Scholeys and
one thing became apparent, the
Yorkshire connection.
The massive Schooley clan in
America, for instance, had travelled
over in the late 1600s. There is a
book full of facts about them
compiled in 1941 by May Schooley
Ivy. At first reading they seem to be
descended from a Bedford based
Scholey, however more careful
reading shows that this guy married
Amy Waddon Leigh, a wealthy
woman, and was living in Bedford.
He was awarded a Coat of Arms in
1582, however the King of Arms
awarding him this Coat of Arms was
called Flower; we know that Flower
was the name of the Norray King of
Arms and dealt with families north of
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the River Trent. Further investigation
shows that on his death his son
Richard disputed the inheritance
passing to his stepmother Amy. On
losing the dispute he returned home
to Easton on the Hill. Shortly
afterwards two of his sons left home
to travel into Yorkshire to be “among
kin in Yorkshire.” We know that these
brothers
travelled
initially
to
Rotherham and later settled at
Scholey’s Copse also known as
Smallage Farm. This is situated at
Aston Cum Aughton and the local
church, All Saints, shows many
Scholeys (with assorted spellings) in
the registers of birth deaths and
marriages between 1500 and 1600.
Some of the family emigrated to
America in the 1680s but one son
William was left farming at Aston just
as earlier another brother had been
left farming at Easton on the Hill.

In 1298 Godfrey de Scolei was a
witness to Deeds in Hemsworth;
In 1379 records in the old West
Riding of Yorkshire refer to
Johannes de Scolay and Ricardus
de Scolay;
In 1441 William Scolaye of
Horncastle,
Lincolnshire
had
expressed in his will a desire that
his body be interred in the
Chantry of Hemsworth Church in
Yorkshire;
In 1486 Richard Scholey is
recorded as being the Chaplain in
Sherwood Forest;
Hunters
History
of
South
Yorkshire lists the Rectors of
Hemsworth and gives John
Scolaye as being Church Patron
and on 24th May 1506 he became
the incumbent of the Chantry of
St Thomas of Hemsworth;

George Scholey, once the Lord
Mayor of London, came from Sandal
Magna.
The Scholeys of Arizona who
emigrated in the 1800s originated in
Pontefract and benefited from the
will of a wealthy Wakefield solicitor
also a Scholey.
John Scholey, an Australian mayor,
began life of as a Leeds butcher.
There are even more ancient links
between Scholey and Yorkshire:
In 1230 a bridge was built near
Hemsworth in Yorkshire called
Scholeys Bridge. A town of that
name still exists;
In 1244 the historian Dodsworth
recorded the activity involving
land in and around Hemsworth in
Yorkshire and Osbert de Scolei
and Alan de Scolei are on record;

In 1580 Richard Scholey of
Yorkshire was registered as
having matriculated at Oxford
University at the age of 19.
Scholeys have lived and still do
live in large numbers in Ackworth
and Hemsworth and once owned and
lived in Ackworth Hall.
In short, I had reached an
impasse, many Scholeys but no way
of connecting them.
Ancestry then began publishing
West
Yorkshire
full
wedding
certificates from the mid 1800s;
among them I found the wedding of
my great great grandparents George
and Sarah and this gave the groom’s
father's name as Thomas, a collier.
I then found a Thomas, also a
collier of appropriate age marrying a
Mary Copley in Tankersley in 1805
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which is only a few miles outside of
Barnsley and this wedding happened
at a time that mining was happening
in Tankersley.
Although that represented some
progress it wasn’t very much. I did
however discover a George Scholah
marrying a Frances Addy in 1761.
The Addys were a noted family in
Barnsley and when I found a Land
Tax record of 1798, recording that at
one property a Widow Addy lived and
adjacent to her a Thomas Scholey
lived paying a rent of one penny and
a farthing to Widow Addy while
nearby properties were paying
between six and nine pence rent, my
interest grew.
It was however still circumstantial.
In mid 2019 I decided, most
belatedly, to join Barnsley Family
History Society. The entry of my
membership detailing my interests
appeared in the October issue of the
magazine which I received in the last
week of October.
The following day I received an
e-mail from another member, Trevor
Harvey,
whose
line
was
the
Sandersons but not only had one
Sanderson married Harriet Scholey
but on his death his brother had also
married the lady in question.

Scholey who ran a slating business at
the age of just 28 and employed two
men and two boys. The very same
character I had wondered about so
many years earlier. His father was
John, Harriet’s brother and John’s
father in law was none other than
John Horsfield the tailor whom I had
also wondered about.
I examined my Thomas and this
Richard in more detail and discovered
something which had eluded me for
years: an entry in the priest’s own
hand recording the baptism of a
Thomas Scholah to George and
Frances in 1786. My Thomas was
brother to Richard. The priest had
simply heard the strong Barnsley
accent and spelt Scholey as Scholah.
It came as almost no surprise to
find that Richard had a grandson
called, Frank born in 1873, who
became a teacher.
My family tree which held maybe
40 Scholeys grew almost overnight
to 135. It was apparent too that
nepotism was rife in 19th century
Barnsley whether you were a wouldbe slater, tailor or teacher.

I am so delighted that Trevor
Harvey had seen and responded to
the entry in the journal. Having
identified the priest’s spelling error,
it became easy then to take our
He knew that Harriet’s parents
shared line through George and
were Richard Scholey and Mary
Frances back to Thomas Scholey
Beardshall.
(spelt correctly) who had been
I took a look at Richard Scholey
baptised at St Mary’s church in 1721.
as I was convinced it sounded
David Scholey
familiar. I discovered that his parents
I
have
published
a
book
containing
were none other than George
my
research.
Barnsley
FHS and
Scholah and Frances Addy.
Barnsley Archives have copies.
A little more research showed
Kindle versions are available from
that Richard and Mary had a
Amazon or, if Scholey researchers
grandson, nephew to Harriet who
want to contact me (via the Editor) I
was none other than the George
can e-mail a copy to them.
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ROOKE FAMILY HISTORY PART 4 –A FAMILY DISPUTE

T

his article will take as its subject
a testamentary case from a
relatively late period in ecclesiastical
court records from the York diocese
– TEST.CP.1853/15, from 1853/4 –
concerning the will of Elizabeth
Rooke1. The evidence describes
characters, depicts a range of
physical and mental deficiencies
(accentuating the negative rather
than the positive most often) and
opens a window on the lengths to
which some family members and
unscrupulous associates might go to
in order to secure property with a
value estimated at some £18-20,000
along with a significant amount of
money, railway and canal shares
made in the many bequests in
various of the wills.
Three of the key players were
stated to be related to Elizabeth:
Henry Rooke and Eliza Harrison as
cousins on the Rooke side; William
Rhodes as a relation through the
maternal side. The ecclesiastical case
was brought by Henry Rooke, James
Stansfield and Eliza Harrison against
Rhodes and Charles Newman. The
plaintiffs alleged that the probate of
the will (dated 1852) of Elizabeth
Rooke should be revoked and that it
should be declared invalid and
replaced by one dated March 1853.
Rhodes and Newman were the
executors granted probate for the
will of 1852 (with Rhodes as a major
beneficiary) and the plaintiffs were
mentioned as executors in that from
1853, so it is clear that there was a
great deal of personal interest on
both sides.
In parallel, a second case, Rhodes
v Rooke was running in the civil court

of the York Assizes and it is this case
that was reported upon widely in a
local newspaper, the Sheffield
Independent. This case was a suit of

One of the many wills produced as
evidence: 'reproduced from an original in
the Borthwick Institute, University of
York, TEST.CP.1853/15, page 112.

ejectment of the defendants from
former property of Miss Elizabeth
Rooke, property to which Rhodes
was entitled through the will of
November 1852 and property which
the Henry Rooke claimed through the
alleged will of March 1853. The local
newspapers reported on the civil
case in some detail during the course
of 1854 (and on an insolvency appeal
made subsequently) and referred to
the will of the testator in relation to
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an auction of property even in 18562.
The real question, it was said to the
jury in the civil case, would be
whether or not the alleged will of
1853 was a forgery or genuine.
The testator was Elizabeth Rooke,
a spinster who died in 1853 and who
had been the last remaining child of
John Senior Rooke living. Her father
was a man with a somewhat
dissolute reputation. John Senior
Rooke had married Mary Walker on
15th April 1782, at Silkstone. Two
daughters, Sarah and Elizabeth,
were born around 1782 and 1783
respectively: neither married. John
Senior Rooke had moved to Dronfield
around 1832, managed a public
house there and died in 1835.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Copies of a number of Elizabeth’s
previous wills (or drafts) going back to
the 1830s were used in evidence
during the course of the trial so the
case is quite valuable in this respect.
The various wills include some
different names as beneficiaries with a
goodly number of family relationships
described, e.g. Emma, Sarah, Ann,
George and Charles, the children of
one George Myers of Moorgate from a
will of 1850. Secondly, some evidence
appears to include papers relating to
the counterclaim of Rhodes and
Newman, notably in connection with
the re-examination of William Haigh in
November 1853 (see below). More
generally, lengthy interrogatories have
survived as part of the case and there
are testimonies recorded as follows:

Henry Rooke, James Stansfield & Eliza Harrison, the plaintiffs.
William Rhodes, farmer of Hooton Common & Charles Newman,
gentleman of Barnsley, the defendants.
George Calvert Holland, Doctor of Medicine and Physician to the General
Infirmary in Sheffield, witness.
William Haigh, farmer of Dodworth, witness.
John Yeomans, witness.
Edward Newman, witness.
Frederick Gervis Jackson, witness.
Michael Thomas Sadler, witness.
Henry Jubb, witness.
George Crawshaw, witness.
Leah Pilley, witness.
Thomas Thexton, witness.

Part of the testimony of Frederick
Jackson: reproduced from an original in
the Borthwick Institute, University of
York, TEST.CP.1853/15, page 13.
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For the plaintiffs, Henry Rooke’s
evidence stated that he was cousin
to the deceased and that he had
known her all his life and had lived
with her since the age of fifteen. He
had known the other participants for
a long time with the exception of
Stansfield whom he had met in 1851.
He deposed that the testator had
asked him to arrange for a number
of people to attend her on 14th March
1853 but was not aware of the
reason. The testator was in bed but
of sound mind and expressed a wish
to sign a will brought to her; she had
to be helped complete her signature
by Stansfield. His deposition calls
him a yeoman of Masbrough
(Rotherham) and reveals him to
have had some property in Dronfield
(Derbyshire)
and
Attercliffe
(Sheffield). Henry Rooke seems to be
accepted as something of a pawn in
the proceedings; he is described at
one point as being simple (along with
his deceased sister Jane) and at
another point the witness Hague is
said to have opined that Rooke was
the last person who should be left in
charge of a person’s affairs. Eliza
Harrison was the wife of James
Harrison, an architect and surveyor
of Sheffield. She stated that she was
the testator’s cousin by virtue of
their fathers being brothers and that
she had known the testator about
forty years. On receipt of a letter
from the deceased’s surgeon, Mr
Jackson, she came to the testator’s
house in January 1853 and stayed
with her until her death. Her version
of the signing of the will of 1853 was
in line with Henry Rooke’s.
James Stansfield is a central
character in this case yet had known
Miss Rooke the least time. His
deposition stated him to be a hair

dresser of Rotherham who had been
introduced to Miss Rooke around
three years prior to her decease and
subsequently visited Henry Rooke
(and Miss Rooke) with regard to the
probate of the latter’s uncle. It
emerges that he was also a rent
collector for Henry Rooke – a man of
opportunity, perhaps. Henry Rooke
was said to have been not well
treated by his uncle’s trustees and
that Miss Rooke had said that she
was not well treated by Rhodes,
Newman and Lupton Radley in some
financial matters. Stansfield stated
that Miss Rooke asked him to have a
will written without the knowledge of
Rhodes, Newman and Radley. He
alleged that he took instructions
from her in this regard over several
meetings leading to the point where
a new will was drafted by Badger &
Jubb and signed by Miss Rooke on
14th March 1853. Much of his
testimony describes how Miss Rooke
was lucid and determined to make a
new will. Stansfield was made a
legatee in that will and also an
executor with Henry Rooke.
For the defence, William Rhodes
was stated to have been a second
cousin of the deceased. The
defendants Rhodes and Newman
made two depositions: firstly, that
they knew of no valid wills
subsequent to that proved in 1853
along with copies of several previous
wills prior to that date; secondly,
that they disbelieved the allegations
that had led to the making of the will
of March 1853. Specifically, they
alleged that Miss Rooke was in no
condition physically or mentally to
make a will at that time and gave
supporting evidence to that effect.

The witness William Haigh was a
central character in this case.
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Various depositions state him to
have been a labourer of Barnsley and
aged around seventy-nine to eightyone. He was one of the signatories to
the alleged last will of Elizabeth
Rooke in March 1853 and was seen
as
a
critical
pillar
for
the
ecclesiastical prosecution / civil
defence and perhaps a key person
for the ecclesiastical defence / civil
prosecution to break. His testimony
was given in October 1853, but he
was re-examined subsequently in
November of that year by a person
appointed by the civil justice of the
court, Sir Charles Crompton, in
attendance with representatives of
the plaintiffs and defendants. That
deposition contradicted his earlier
one in favour of Rooke, Stansfield
and Harrison, and stated that Miss

Rooke was not sensible at the time of
the
pretended
will
of
1853.
Moreover, he was arguably led (by
the questioning, which was objected
to frequently) to state that Stansfield
did not read the will out to Miss
Rooke beforehand and that he
probably guided her hand (strongly)
in its signing. In modern times at
least it seems highly unlikely that he
would be considered as a sound or
reliable witness for either side.
In any event, Haigh appears to
have been unable or unwilling to
attend the York Assizes in March or
the Prerogative Court in York in
1854. Frederick Jackson (Doctor of
Medicine)
and
Michael
Sadler
(Surgeon) attested on 21st April that
Haigh was unable to travel to York

Evidence from William Haigh was probably central to the result: reproduced from an
original in the Borthwick Institute, University of York, TEST.CP.1853/15, page 92.
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but was well enough to be
interrogated gently at his home in
Barnsley.
Thomas
Thexton,
a
surgeon of Barnsley, informed the
court that Haigh was ill and might be
near to death and was unable to be
examined in any way – this on 25th
April. The truth appears to be open
to question.
The initial allegation was made in
the Prerogative Court of York on 20th
October 1853, but the ecclesiastical
case was still running at the point in
1854 where the civil court found in
favour of Rhodes with both Rooke
and Stansfield being put in prison in
York Castle. It seems most likely that
there was no sentence pronounced
by the Prerogative Court because the
plaintiffs, Rooke and Stansfield put
themselves before the York Insolvent
Debtors’ Court in May 1854 and
applied to be discharged from prison
and relieved of their debts. Some of
those expecting to be paid for their
services in the case may well have
finished out of pocket.
The undoubted value to the
genealogist and family historian is
that we have two cases being
pursued at the same time, one in the
ecclesiastical court, the other in the
civil court – reported on by the
regional
newspapers
–
and
information on both is available from
different sources. Some of the
genealogical links given – and in
some instances explained to the
courts – throughout the cases have
been mentioned above. Others can
be found elsewhere, e.g. Haigh
states in one deposition that his
brother had died in July 1853 and
that his own birthday was on 5th
December. Another part of his
deposition gives a potted history of

his previous work and whereabouts
prior to his current residency.
The newspaper reports add
something positive by reporting in
such detail on the evidence from
witness
cross-examinations
not
available through the ecclesiastical
process; this in itself provides much
more detail and includes other,
previous but recent instances where
Miss Rooke was arguably taken
advantage of by others. In part, this
seems likely to explain the number of
wills used in evidence prior to that
written in November 1852 and
proved in 1853. In addition, it is the
newspaper reports in particular that
identify
some
of
the
earlier
connections germane to the current
cause,
specifically
that
James
Stansfield was introduced to Miss
Rooke by Messrs Chrimes and Myers
both of whom were alleged to have
been involved in dubious activities
regarding Miss Rooke’s Rotherham
property in the early 1850s.
For the Rooke family itself it is
perhaps most poignant that the
testator, Miss Elizabeth Rooke,
appears to have decreed that
virtually none of the inheritance
should fall into its hands, perhaps as
much due to her apparent ill
treatment by other Rookes as
because it was inherited from her
maternal line.
Richard Axe
References
1. https://www.dhi.ac.uk/causepapers/
2. Articles in the Sheffield Independent
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‘KEEPING YOU IN THE LOOP’
NEWS SNIPPETS

W

ell, it’s back! Here are some of the most recent updates for researchers.
This is just a random round-up which may be of interest to you.

LOCAL ARCHIVES around the country are slowly opening with limitations.
Barnsley Archives in Experience Barnsley (in the Town Hall) are open now
Monday to Wednesday with two sessions per day 10:00-12:00 and 12:0014:00. Prior booking is essential. None of the West Yorkshire Archives are
open as yet with the exception of Leeds which is only open by prior booking
for original document research only. Sheffield Archives are currently
closed. Phone or check online for current opening hours as they are evolving.
THE NATIONAL ARCHIVES (TNA) has currently made its digital
records
available
free
of
charge
on
its
website
at
www.nationalarchives.gov.uk/about/news/digital-downloads/
(I had difficulty with this when I was researching for a member, it seems to
have a life of its own!) (I used it successfully, though, maybe by luck –Ed.)
FAMILY HISTORY FEDERATION The FHS is promoting The Really Useful
Family History Show on Saturday November 14th 2020, in conjunction with
prominent Family History organisations. This is a virtual event with 20+ talks,
specialist stalls, expert help and advice and much more. Early bird tickets are
£5-00 each from www.fhf-reallyuseful.com Much more info on the website.
CENSUS It has been suggested that the UK Census may be the last in its
current form, this from the BBC News. It is possible digital recording is being
trialled although many people have no immediate computer access or
knowledge, as the current school virus restrictions have shown with families
unable to access computers.
FIND MY PAST is adding to its vast archive continually with
·

Local society school records; monumental inscriptions, the latest
being from Calderdale, which may have some relevance to us in the
Barnsley area.

·

England and Wales Probate Records 1858-2019 being added.

·

Several local newspapers from around the world have been released.
Bradford Weekly Telegraph is the nearest one for the BFHS. (Nearly
all local newspapers have now been digitised with variable access to
them.)

·

As some of you have roots in the USA, the Billion Graves Index has
added 2+million more records.

DECEASEDONLINE has added Wakefield Crematorium and Pontefract
Crematorium 1959-1982 cremation records to its archive. (You need to be
aware there may be a charge for each record requested.)
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This is only a selection of the latest pieces of information I have. I have
limited the snippets to records and events which have relevance for members
of the Barnsley Family History Society. Ancestry, Family Search, Genuki and
many other sites you may use are continually adding to their archives. I
should check if you wish to access records, particularly as protocols seem to
change regularly and may not be useful for research you are undertaking.
Back with more in the January ‘Domus Historiae’.
MARGARET E. WILLIAMS

GRIMETHORPE COLLIERY
CUTTING THE FIRST SOD

R

ecently looking through a box of
postcards, photographs and other
ephemera, I came across a little
booklet that I had completely
forgotten. The booklet was “Reprinted
from the ‘Barnsley Chronicle’, Oct.
13th, 1894” and marked the cutting of
the first sod of the “Proposed New
Colliery at Grimethorpe”.
The ‘turning of the first sod’ took
place on Monday, 8th October, 1894
at 1.30 p.m. and was organised by
the Mitchell Main Colliery Co., who
were sinking the mine. The event
was followed by a luncheon. The
booklet contains copies of the
invitation to the event, the luncheon
menu and wine list, a lengthy list of
toasts to be proposed and a ticket for
a ‘Saloon Carriage’ to transport
guests from Cudworth to the Colliery
and back. The printed pages record
the event as reported in the
‘Chronicle’ and in the back is pasted
another cutting recording the visit of
Mr H. J. Gladstone, M.P. for West
Leeds, to one of the Mitchell Main
Colliery Company’s mines.
The newspaper report notes that:
“Instances are common enough
hereabouts of sleepy out-of-the-way
villages being suddenly transformed
into busy centres of population

through the sinking of a coal pit.
Such a change, there is every reason
to believe, will shortly be experienced
by the village of Grimethorpe, in the
township of Brierley.
The site of the Grimethorpe Colliery
is on the estate of Mr F. J. S.
Foljambe, of Osberton Hall, being
close to Grimethorpe village and
Ferry Moor; while Cudworth, Great
Houghton, Shafton-two-Gates, and
Darfield are close at hand.”
The report states that it is
expected that the Barnsley seam will
be reached at a depth of about 500
yards and the total area of the new
coal field will be over 3,000 acres.
Two shafts were to be sunk with a
clear diameter of 19 feet inside.
The coal produced by the colliery
was to be moved by rail and it was
stated that the Midland Co. had
already laid down a branch between
the new colliery and their main line,
with the junction being about a mile
beyond Cudworth station.
Over 100 people had been invited
to the event and many of these are
listed in the report. The first sod was
cut (in the absence of Mr Foljambe,
who was unable to attend) by Mr G.
H. Turner, general manager of the
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Midland Railway Company. Prayers
were offered by the Vicar of
Cudworth, Rev. C. F. Husband.
Luncheon was:
“… partaken of in the sinkers’
home – a good-sized building of
wood and corrugated iron, erected
for the convenience of the workmen
during the sinking operations.”
I imagine this was not
particularly salubrious setting!

a

The meal was served by Mr E.
Cross of the Royal Hotel, Barnsley
and Mr G. Horne, of Barnsley,
supplied the wines. Lunch included
roast sirloin of beef, braised beef,
pigeon pie, ham and tongue, boiled
and roast chickens, grouse and
pheasants, turkey poults, cheese,
celery and salads. The guests
enjoyed vintage champagne, sherry,
claret, hock, cognac and whisky.
I suspect that the guests were
pleased to have a comfortable
railway carriage to go home in!
Liz Whitehouse

PRISON HISTORY

M

embers
may
be
interested
in
having
a
look
at
www.prisonhistory.org/lockup This project aims to document the
places used for restraining/locking up people in the past. If you are aware of
any existing local lock-up buildings they are keen for people to contribute
information and photographs/images.
Barnsley has one entry, taken from the report of the Inspectors of Prisons
of Great Britain IV, Northern District, Thirteenth Report, from 1847-8, which
says:
‘This is a small cell opening into the watchmen’s room and is used merely for
the safe keeping of persons who may be found drunk in the streets, and who
are brought to this cell chiefly for their own protection. The cell is dark and ill
ventilated. It is provided with loose straw to lie on, but there is no bench or
bedstead. The superintendent said that no one is ever confined in it for more
than an hour or two.'
Liz Whitehouse
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YORKSHIRE SAGE OLD AMOS CELEBRATES 60 YEARS OF WIT
AND WISDOM
From The Dalesman News, May 2013
Amos has been a fixture of Dalesman magazine since May 1953, making him
four years older than fellow northern cartoon character Andy Capp and just
two years younger than Dennis the Menace.
“Folk ‘at think t’ least, talk t’ most”
“The things you find when you’re looking for summat are always more
interesting than t’ thing tha’s looking for”
“Folk who think they know it all ‘ave a lot to learn”
“A gossip is a person wi’ a keen sense o’ rumour”
“It’s no good crying ower spilt milk – there’s plenty more watter in
t’ tap”
“Many a man has lost a lot of money through t’ hole in t’top of his pocket”
“My grandson wants to know if I start again when I get to 100”
“Folk tell me I’m living in t’past. It’s a lot cheaper to do so”
“Monny a chap gets credit for being wise just because he sits still
and says nowt – like an owl”

With thanks to The Dalesman, Yorkshire’s favourite magazine for 80 years.
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SEARCH SERVICES
The Society offers its members six free searches during the year. You don‘t have
to use them all at once, they can be spread out over the year. Our fees for search
services are at www.barnsleyfhs.co.uk/Searches.html?sid=2
Margaret E Williams
Baptisms
Barnsley Ebenezer
Methodist New Connexion
Barnsley St. George
Barnsley St. Mary
Barnsley Wesleyan
Bretton Chapelry
Cawthorne All Saints
Darton All Saints
Royston St. John
Silkstone All Saints
Wentworth Wesleyan
Wortley St. Leonard

National Probate Calendars /
Wills Index 1858 to 1943
1862-1973
1832-1844
1813-1837
1839-1910
1813-1841
1800-1844
1813-1822
1813-1831
1813-1840
1849-1980
1813-1856

1832-1837
1800-1837
1800-1837
1813-1822
1800-1837
1799-1837
1800-1837

Burials
Barnsley St. George
Barnsley St. Mary
Bretton Chapelry
Cawthorne All Saints
Darton All Saints
Denby Chapelry
Dodworth St. John
Hoyland Nether St. Peter
Penistone St. John
Royston St. John
Silkstone All Saints
Tankersley St. Peter
Worsbrough St. Thomas
Wortley St. Leonard

National Burial Index; Third Edition
England & Wales. Please give full name,
year-range and county if known.
Soldiers who died in the Great War
Please give full name and age if known.
1851 Census, Barnsley Area

Marriages
Barnsley St. George
Barnsley St. Mary
Cawthorne All Saints
Darton All Saints
Penistone St. John
Royston St. John
Silkstone All Saints

Please give full name and year of death.
Because wills were not always proved
immediately, we will search up to three
years after the death.

Please give surname and forename(s) if
known
and
age.
Or
request
all
occurrences of a given surname.
1891 Census, Barnsley
Please give surname and approximate age
1891 Search results supplied as copy of
enumeration page.

For searches or enquiries please contact:
1832-1850
1800-1840
1800-1840
1800-1845
1800-1845
1800-1856
1848-1934
1813-1861
1800-1856
1800-1837
1800-1840
1813-1858
1859-1903
1800-1854

Margaret E Williams
5 Summer Road, Royston, Barnsley,
S71 4HY
E-mail: search@barnsleyfhs.co.uk
If applying by post please
enclose a large SAE
If applicable, please include your
membership number.
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DIARY DATES

A full programme for 2021 is being prepared so that we are all ready
to go as and when meetings can be resumed.

BARNSLEY FAMILY HISTORY SOCIETY
Domus Historiae is the official journal of the Barnsley Family History Society,
published in January, April, July and October of each year. Please send
material for the January 2021 edition by 30th November 2020 to:
E-mail: subeditor@barnsleyfhs.co.uk, or
Shirley Sura, 254 Appleton Ave.,Great Barr, West Midlands, B43 5QD
Copyright clearance is the contributor’s responsibility and you must ensure
that written and illustrative material does not breach copyright and that all
sources are correctly acknowledged. The Society accepts no responsibility for
the views expressed in the articles published. The right to final editing lies
with the Journal Editor.
Meetings of the Society, when permissible, are held at the Buckley Methodist
Church Hall, Union Court, Barnsley, on the 3rd Tuesday of each month from
7.30 to 9.30pm. There is no meeting in December. Free parking is available
and there is full wheelchair access. The venue is within easy reach of
Barnsley town centre.
For more information visit the website at: www.barnsleyfhs.co.uk

Copyright ©2020 Barnsley Family History Society. All Rights Reserved. Reproduction of any
part of this publication is not permitted without the written permission of the editor.
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Wharncliffe Carlton disaster
Illustrated London News, 5th November 1883 (Ref.page 20)

Remains of dovecote (lower right) found when Black Bull was
demolished in 2019 (Ref.page 9)
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